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11 d. oining structure, the Shoanden, was used as an Imperial retiring 
sma a J 

roornclie tenth and eleventh centuries, the Chodoin was seldom used ex-
In £ r Accession Audiences and major Buddhist services. The reports 

ce~ d~berations had been abandoned, there were no more foreign am
~:ssadors to impress, and abbreviated N~w Year Congratulations, per
formed in the Dairi, had replaced the Da1gokuden ceremony. 

The Burakuin (Court of Abundant Pleasures) . About 100 feet west of 
the Chodoin, to which it was approximately equal in size, stood another 
great enclosure, the Burakuin, which was the Court's principal formal 
banquet facility, the site of the great seasonal feasts called sechie. From its 
main hall, the Burakuden, comparable in size to the Daigokuden, the Em
peror also sometimes watched archery contests, wrestling matches, and the 
like. A number of lesser buildings accommodated members of the nobility, 
and a special structure, the Seishodo, was used for Gosechi dances and 
Thanksgiving services. 

Although the Burakuin survived until 1063, some of its functions ap
pear to have been transferred to the Dairi much earlier. By the late tenth 
century, if not before, it was so little frequented, except on special occa
sions of the kind just mentioned, that it was believed to be haunted.4 

The Butokuden (Hall of Military Virtues) . Northwest of the Burakuin 
wall stood the Butokuden, a hall from which the Emperor observed horse 
races, archery contests, and similar exercises on the Court's annual calen
dar of ceremonial events. It differed from most Palace buildings in that 
it had no surrounding walls. 

Other buildings. Many Buddhist and Shinto rituals, as well as many 
non~e~gious ceremonies of varying importance, were performed in smaller 
~~;cialized facilities, such as the Ch~wain, or i~ buildin~s ~sed prim31:il! 
Al o~er purposes, such as the Se1ryoden, which was ms1de the Dain. 

~o in the Dairi was a fourth major structure, the Shishinden, which 
gai~ed in significance as the center of Palace life shifted to the Imperial 
re

s1 
ential compound. The Chu.wain Seiryoden, and Shishinden are dis-

cussed · h ' 
in t e next section. 

Residential Areas 
The To -b - W G ,. 

(Pal gu O (Crown Prince's Household). The East and est am 
ace of El p · ' Bou h egance ), the official quarters assigned to the Crown nnce s 
se old w · th D · · d rth of ~ere situated in a compound east of e a1n an no 

1056, and I 
thc Shish' dz 77 ; after the third fire its remaining functions were transferred permanently to 

in en Sc I 
4. Irnazurn· · c mazumi et al . 1968-76, x: 277. 

1 
ct al. 1968-,6, 1: 278; Konjaku monogatari, 4: 53°· 
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Taikenmon Gate. The compound, which contained a garden with a t . £ . s rearn 
and cherry trees, was designed to unction as the site of banquets 
other ceremonies in which the Prince figured, such as his Coming-of-~

nd 

rites and his assumption of the heir apparency, and to provide offices ge 
for his Household.5 pace 

Although Yozei, Montoku, and other early Emperors occupied the Ga'in 
before ascending the throne, most later Crown Princes either stayed in 
one of the Dairi buildings or, like Koichijoin, lived outside the Greater 
Imperial Palace. 

The Shiki no Soshi ( Apartments of the Empress's Household). Situated 
between Yomeimon Gate on the east and the Dairi on the west, the Shiki 
no Soshi is familiar to readers of Makura no soshi as the occasional res
idence of Sei Shonagon's mistress, Empress Teishi (Sadako) . According 
to Shonagon, the Empress's quarters were set among ancient trees in an 
isolated, cavernous structure with a haunted main chamber ( moya) ; but 
her ladies seem to have accepted the inconveniences of the situation with
out complaint, possibly because the courtiers and senior nobles made it a 
point to stop by as they went to and from the Dairi. Even though the main 
chamber was uninhabitable, it was used in Shonagon's day for such events 
as Buddhist services and poetry gatherings attended by the Emperor's 
gentlemen; and on two occasions Emperor Ichij6 stayed briefly at the 
Soshi after fires at his Dairi residence.6 Other Emperors who made similar 
use of the apartments were Murakami and En'yu. 

The Emperor's Residential Compound (Dairi). The Greater Imperial 
Palace was divided into three main areas, defined in terms of proximity 
to the Emperor: the Outer, Middle, and Inner Enclosures (Tonoe, Naka
noe, and Uchinoe). Bounded on the outside by the great earthen embank
ment, the Outer Enclosure was by far the largest of the three. It contain_ed 
all the buildings, compounds, and open spaces discussed so far. The Mid
dle Enclosure functioned as a protective bulwark for the Inner Encl0stlre 
and provided space used by the Palace Storehouse Bureau, the Carpent~ 
Bureau, some female Palace attendants, and others. It also hous~d the 
Chiiwain, a group of buildings used for certain Shinto rituals in wh_ich ~e 
Emperor participated. The Inner Enclosure was coterminous with e 
Dairi. (See Figure A.3, p. 815, above.) he 

This system of walls within walls meant that a man on his way to t 

d . o longer 
5• The distribution of office, residential, and other facilities in the compoun is ;aidairizll 

understood. For a collection of miscellaneous information from early sources, see 
kosho, 3: 323-34. s since 

6 M k 8 'd d dangerou ' d . · a ·• PP• 112, I 8. It appears that the spirit was not consi ere , rtain- ais 
Teishi's people merely barricaded the main chamber and erected the Empre~s \ cu reference 
elsewhere. On the subject of malevolent and nonmalevolent spirits, with parncu ar 
to this case, see Kaneko 1939, I: 343-44. 
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e,ourtiers' Hall was obliged to pass through three maJ· 0 F 
39 

hi f th 
r gates. or exam 

Pie, if he were approac ng rom e east, he might proceed • y- . -
b k K h 

via ome1mon 
in the outer em an rment, ens unmon or Sakuheimon t th 

· dl E I d s , - a e entrance 
to the Mid e nc osure, an en yomon or Genkimon at th e entrance to 
the Inner Enclosure. Although the convenient eastern entrances were the 
most frequently used, the formal main approach to the Dairi was from 
the south, where one passed _through Kenreimon and Shomeimon to the 
great South Court (Nan'en) 1n front of the Shishinden. 

1. The Shishinden. The Shishinden was the main ceremonial building 
of the Dairi (Fig. B.3), occupying a position analogous to that of the 
Daigokuden for the Greater Imperial Palace. In contrast to the Chinese 
splendor of the Daigokuden, however, this large but simple building, 
with its unpainted surfaces, cypress-bark roof, and high plank floors, was 
reminiscent of the traditional Shinto shrine. The Imperial Chair faced 
south in front of the Panels of the Sages ( a series of removable partitions 
decorated with representations of "meritorious Chinese ministers"), which 
separated the main chamber from the northern eavechambers. 

The Shishinden and the adjacent South Court were designed to ac
commodate Buddhist services, special events like the Coming-of-Age cere
monies for Emperors and Crown Princes, and the more routine ceremo
nies and rituals on the Court's annual calendar. After the loss of the 
Daigokuden in 1177, the Accession Audience and other events of firSt 

importance were transferred there. . 
On ceremonial occasions the Imperial Bodyguards played a conspic-

uous role, taking up positi~ns in the South Court east and weSt ~f the 
Shishinden steps next to two famous trees that were known, accordmglyf 
as the Cherry T;ee of the Bodyguards of the Left and the Orange Tree 0 

the Bodyguards of the Right. 7 
• d 

In the mid-Heian period, the Shishinden, like other edifihces ~eserve 
. . d t d most of t e time, es-

pnmanly for ceremonial purposes, was eser e . h d " • h finger-. - · h y an wit 
pecially after dark. According to Okagamt, a air .. ' ble passing 

·1 l'k · h bb d f a Fu1iwara no nai s 1 e daggers" once seized t e sea ar O • 1· that was 
th h ' the author imp ies, roug at night on an errand-an encounter, s D ·ng the 

1 h I t uch an hour. un on Y to have been expected in sue a Pace a s h d uses as when 
d · . 11 t to unort o ox , aytime, the building was occasiona Y pu al 

) describes a form 
F t" (Hananoen , . ,,. .J 

7 · Murasaki Shikibu in her chapter "The Flower eas thering in the Seiry~en. 
Im · l · ' Ch· ese poetry ga trUS 

P<:~ia inspection of the cherry tree, followed by a . Ul ems to have referred to anY 1 the 
Gen7z, 1 : 303. "Orange tree" translates tachibana, which se the Tachibana Tr~ 0 

:: that produced edible fruit. According to _Koga 1J?\·ft~t:::.inge (Citrus aur~ntzum :~ 
~guards of the Right was a cultivated variety of e 1 d bitter fruit, but for its arom 

t~chzbana Makino) which was prized not for its pear-shape ' i: • t•"· 
rmd df ' d n1.orw .... 

8 
an ragrant white blossoms. by rebuking the cJilO 

fer·. Th~ courtier, a future R1;gent, ~anagcd to escape 
mg with Imperial business. Okagam,, P· 84. 
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FI o u RE B.3. The Emperor's Residential Compound (Dairi). 
Names in italics are gates. 
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the youthful Emperor Go-Ichijo tried out a . . 841 

hall.9 new spinning top in its great 

2• The Seiryoden. In theory, the Shishinden th . 
· · b · 1d· b h E was e most 1m Dair1 Ul ing, ut t e mperor's private residen th S . - portant 

of Cool and Refreshing Breezes), bulked far larg~e, . eh eil~yoden (Hall 
£ h 'd H . . . r int e ives of mem-

bers o t e m1 - e1an Court circle, including those of 1· b 
£ f . a 1terary ent 

whose requent re erences to its rooms and furnishings p · ' 
· · f . ermit us to re-

construct its ma1or ~atures with comparative assurance. Its prestige had 
not al~~ys been_ so hi~h. Some early Emperors had lived in the Jijuden, 
the ongmal . official residence; and others had moved about from one place 
to another in the Inner Enclosure, or had even lived in the T6giib6 or 
Daijokan.1° From about 960 on, however, most Heian sovereigns remained 
more or less permanently in the Seiryoden, except when its destruction by 
fire obliged them to go elsewhere. 

Since the building had not been designed as an Imperial residence, it 
was not situated directly behind the Shishinden or provided with a south 
orientation, as might otherwise have been expected. Instead, it stood to the 
west, and its main room, the Emperor's Daytime Chamber (Hi no Oma
shi), faced east. The building's roof projected well out over the chamber, 
extended eastward by two sets of eaves (hisashi), of which the outermoSt 

(magobisashi) were shingled so that the Emperor could h~ar t~e sound 

f th . (S p · B 4 ) The room contained a curtam-dais for the o e rain. ee igure . • d · d d c 
b. f · 1 · nstruments an pnze O -Emperor's use small ca 1nets or mus1ca i . 

' . h. B th the outer eaves, a wide cor-
uments, and a few other furnis ings. enea p . . (Araumi 
. .1d. h Rough Seas artition ndor ran the length of the bui 1ng to t e 

no Soji) at the north end.
11 

h d h hall's principal court-
Beyond the eastern veranda (sunok_~) stretdc eh t e fficial functions. This 

mes an ot er o . 
yard, the scene of numerous ceremo d h ornamental plantmg, 
extensive area contained a flowing strea~ an mduc .llow trees lotus, bush-
. 1 e pine an wi ' 1 including plum cherry, map e, orang , '( 1, ') 'T'here were a so two 

' . k d lalia susu'\i . J. h J' clover, chrysanthemums, pin s, an eu 
1 

d Kuretake, near t e 1-
th rrow- eave • di g-

celebrated clumps of bamboo: e na the stream, where wm n 
ju.den, and the broad-leaved Kawatake, near 

the Council of State• 'fl:-e 
9. Ibid., p. 143. C wn Prince's staff and . (r 85s-,6) lived 1ll 
Io. I.e. in the quarters assigned to the . ro t known. Emperor Seiwtha K. okiden, and the 

th J··-den 1s no ··-d n e · ., .1en reason for the displacement of e lJU _ th T-gubo, the J1JU e 'K kiden, the Sell"You ' 
the Daijokan (also called Daijokancho), Te_ ~bo the Jijuden, the J~·-den· and E,rnperor 
R - . . 6 8 ) in the ogu , ) in the lJU , .d 

yok1dcn; Emperor Yoze1 (r. 87 - 4 K-ko (r. 884-87 . d the Ryoki en, . ed 
the Joneiden, and the Ryokide~;- Emper~r Hi~osha, the Joneiden~ :odern fusuma~ ~;P~::cd 
Suzaku (r. 930-46) in the Sen yodcn, th ·t·on which resembledl bed shore, a s1:1b1e ei.ishi 

Th . .d £ th. vablc partl 1 ' ck wave- as Nzhon r I\ 
II . c inner s1 e o is mo . bs fishing on a ro y, illustration, see lfi River. 

rnen with grotesquely elongate~ lun Shan-hai-ching. For an fishermen on the l 
on a Chinese legend recorded in the titian showed net 
daijiten, 1: 184. The north side of the par 
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water banquets had sometimes been held in th 1 H . 
43 

h d cl. • • e ear y e1an · d 12 
The thatc e eaves a JOmmg the Daytime Cha b th peno • 

C . ' H 11 m er on e south "d sheltered the ourt1ers a (Tenjo no Ma) perha h b . si e 
. • , h k - . _ . ' ps t e us1est of the 

buildings rooms, w ere ugyo and ten1ob1to met to sh· • h 
I · 1 me m t e reflected 

glory of the mpena presence. The apartment's sparse f • h' 
. fl f h I . 1 . urms mgs con-

sisted ch1e Y o t e mpena Chair (goishi), the courtiers' duty-ho d 
(nikkJu no fuda), and some lacquered dining tables and other objects.a{ts 
most celebrated appurte~ance, a _free-standing screen called the Partition 
of the Annual Ceremomes (NenJii Gyoji no Soji), stood at the main en
trance, under the eastern outer eaves.13 

Two small rooms, adjacent to the Daytime Chamber on the southeast 
and southwest, were known respectively as the Lime Altar (Ishibaidan) 
and the Demon Room (Oni no Ma) . The Lime Altar, floored with a mix
ture of dirt and lime (ishibai), was a Shinto sanctuary where the Emperor, 
assisted by women from the Handmaids' Office, worshiped Amaterasu and 
other important deities each morning, seated on a bench surrounded by 
screens depicting the four seasons.14 The Demon Room was so called be
cause the wall separating it from the Courtiers' Hall bore a picture of an 
unidentified Chinese hero slaying a demon. We do not know precisely 
what the room's functions were, but it seems to have served in part, at 
least, as a retiring room for persons desiring privacy.15 

North of the Demon Room on the western side of the building was the 
Table Room (Daibandokoro), so called because it contained storage fa
cilities for dining tables ( daiban) . This sizable apartment served as the 
headquarters of the Emperor's ladies-in-waiting and corres~on~ed ~o the 
Tenjo no Ma for the courtiers. Men were barred fro~ enterm_g it without 
special permission. In addition to the dining tables, it. contained a~ Im
perial Chair, a duty-board for female officials, and miscellaneous items, 

such as chests, braziers, and games. th T bl R om 
T · · dens e a e- 0 

he western rooms overlooked twm patio gar ' (A • 
h D. . R om Court sagare1 

Court (Daibandokoro no Tsubo) and t e mmg- 0 

28· Nihon rekishi daijiten, II : 
12. Ponsonby-Fane 1956, p. 66; Ishimura 1958, ~: 121- ui . the ninth centurY, in-

131. The winding-water banquet, an imported paStune P~P ar . 
10 

ps 
v 1 d · • d • k" f m floating wme cu · • 0 ve reciting poems in Chinese and nn mg ro . . ·ptt"ons listing the maior 

d "th minute mscn d 13· Both sides of the silk screen were covere wi . d fr m time to time, an new 
al · ere mserte O arc annu Court ceremonies and rituals. Corrections w d ther high personages 

h f Regents an ° sh" ura sc~eens were made on several occasions. T~e ouses O 
• d rivate observances. 1 im 

said to have contained similar screens listing both public an p 
1958, I: 128. . "chi£ r 

14, Ibid., 1 · 125 The lime was a harderung agent. t dly took Prince Atsumi 
0
d 

· · M"ch" a repor e · n· an 15, Thus it was to the Demon Room that i mag during a Chinese poetrY sessio '.th a 
first-aid treatment when the Prince's foot began to hurt nfronted Emperor En'yii _chi~ bis' 
. . . h" . "d to have co ak TJ'ft ... CIDl 
it Was in the same room that Kanenuc 1 is sai f ed him to m e ~ 
d , 1 thcr that ore 
ocument written by the Emperor s ate mo 

Regent. Okagami, p. 173; Sato 1929, P· 34°· 
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no T subo). Planted with plum, maple, chr_YSanthemum, and other attrac
tive trees and shrubs, the patios were sometimes used for such amusement 
as poetry contests and the buildi~g of mountains out ?f fresh-fallen snow.1! 
They figure in Eiga monogatart, Chapter 1, as the.site of a famous enter
tainment during the reign of Emperor Murakami. 

Immediately to the north of the Daytime Chamber there were three 
rooms. The largest, which was entered directly from that room, was the 
sovereign's Bedchamber (Yon no Otodo). It contained a curtain-dais iden
tical with the one in the Daytime Chamber, a cabinet for the Sacred Sword 
and Necklace, lamps, mats for the ladies-in-waiting, and so forth. The 
other two were the Dining Room ( Asagarei no Ma), where some of the 
Emperor's meals were served, and the Two-Bay Room (Futama), which 
was used as a chapel by the Buddhist monk on night duty. 

The last two rooms of importance were reserved for the use of Imperial 
consorts and concubines visiting the Seiryoden from their quarters else
where in the Dairi.17 Situated in the northernmost part of the building, 
they provided convenient access to both the Women's Quarters and the 
Imperial Bedchamber. Because the two principal consorts ordinarily oc
cupied buildings called the Kokiden and the Fujitsubo, the rooms were 
known as the Kokiden Imperial Apartment (Kokiden no Ue no Mitsu
bone) and the Fujitsubo Imperial Apartment (Fujitsubo no Ueno Mitsu
bone). But these names notwithstanding, the apartments were often used 
by other consorts and concubines. 

Extant floor plans of the Seiryoden all show the Kokiden and Fujitsubo 
apartments as rather small rooms separated by a mysterious third chamber 
of undisclosed function, known as the Lespedeza Door (Hagi no To) . 
Although we have bowed to convention in Figure B4, we are inclined 
to accept the theory that Hagi no To-at least during the period of our 
concern-was merely another name for the Kokiden Apartment.18 Such 
an assumption would clear up the ambiguities in Okagami's famous ac
coun.t of an occasion on which Empress Anshi, cooling her heels in the 
Ko~iden Apartment while the Emperor dallied with another lady in the 
Fu]ltSubo Apartment, scratched a hole in the wall saw that her rival was 
beautiful, and, in an excess of jealousy, ordered ;n attendant to throw _a 
pottery fragment at her.19 It would also explain certain passages in the Ptl· 
low Book which indicate that the Kokiden Apartment was not simply a 
cramped antechamber (in which a consort, accompanied, perhaps, by an 

16. Daidairizu kosho, 2: 109ff. b 
17. In the northwest corner of the building there were also a lavatory and a pantry, tin~ 

latter used for the preparation of hot water (for drinking and other uses) and for the te 
porary storage of fish, fowl, and vegetables 

I 8. For a persuasive statem t £ th · . - ,. . en o c case, sec Ishunura 1958 1: 126. 
19. Ot{,,agam,, p. n 7• • 
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d 
t or two, awaited the summons to the Imperial Bedchamber) 

tten an bl f ' a ther a spacious salon, capa e o accommodating the Emperor and 
but ra . f 1 d' . . . d s a large contmgent o a 1es-m-wa1tmg, an a number of court-
Empres ' . h 20 
. ith their flutes and zit ers. 
iers ~he Women's Quarters (Kokyii) . The Women's Quarters were by 
d lnition the twelve buildings situated behind the Jijiiden, the structure 
t:at had been the official Imperial residence at the beginning of the Heian 
period. They were the Kokiden, Higyosha, Gyokasha, Shihosha, Tokaden, 
Sen'yoden, Reikeiden, Shigeisha, Shoyosha, Shokyoden, Joneiden, and 
Joganden. Set among flowering trees and meandering streams, furnished 
with tasteful elegance by the wealthy relatives of the consorts, and lively 
with the comings and goings of fashionable men and women, the Kokyii 
apartments played an important role in Court life under the Fujiwara Re
gents. 

A building's principal room was ordinarily occupied by a consort or 
concubine, and its eavechambers by ladies-in-waiting.21 According to Sei 
Shonagon, the tiny eavechambers were pleasant domiciles. "When the 
upper shutters are raised, the wind comes sweeping in. It is delightfully 
cool in summer, and in the winter I like it when an occasional flurry of 
~now or hail finds its way inside." Day and night, she continues, the ad
Jacent corridors echoed to the footsteps of gentlemen who came to recite 
poems, exchange quips with the residents, and, if possible, gain admission 
to one of the apartments. "One can never relax one's vigilance, but it is an 
amusing life." 22 

Figure B.3 shows the distribution of the buildings and their relative 
sizes.23 

_The Kokiden was ordinarily reserved for a Junior Consort or Empress 
;uh powerful family backing.24 To readers of English translations of The 
dale of Genji, it is familiar as the Palace residence of the lady called Koki
/?' a daughter of the Minister of the Right, and the principal consort of 
e{:ce Genji's father. Connecting with the Seiryoden via the Kokyii's 

a orate network of interlocking galleries, it was a favorite rendezvous 
20. Mak ., pp. II4, 144. 
2

1. The atte d £ b building S n ants o an important consort sometimes overflowed into one or more near Y 
Kokidet Te_ek EM, :z : 493 , for an instance in which an Empress apparently made use of ~e 
seems to'h O ~den, and Joneiden. Similarly, Empress Teishi, consort of Emperor Ich110, 
1939, I : 

3
;;~ ad both the Gyokasha and the Tokaden at her disposal. Mak., p. 159; Kaneko 

22. Mak 
2 

·, p. IIO. 
6 3- Sources va 
~ff, Provides a ;1 as to ~eir exact dimensions and floor plans. Ponson~y-Fane 19?6,_ ~P• 

kos/10, vols 
2 

epresentauve, generally accurate account. For more details, see Dazdmnzu 
24. Lik · ~nd 3, passim. 

Crown Pr: 
0 

: Kokyii buildings, it sometimes served as a residence for the Emperor or 
cc. rnperors Seiwa and Yozei both spent some time there. 
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£ the Emperor's courtiers, some of whom were usually to be found 
or 1· d · 1 chatting with the ladies whose r~?ms 1ne ~ts ~ng western corridor. 

Similarly, the Higyosha, or Fuptsubo (W1stena C?urt), was usually the 
'dence of a leading Imperial consort. Its alternative name was derived res1 . . d h 

from the spectacular wisteria vines in its pat10 gar en, t e scene of many 
wisteria and chrysanthemum banquets. The hall's splendor during the 
tenure of its best-known occupant, Michinaga's daughter Shoshi, is de
scribed in a special chapter of Eiga monogatari called "Radiant Fujitsubo" 
(Chapter 6). Emperor Suzaku appears to have lived there for a time. 

North of the Higyosha stood the somewhat smaller Gyokasha or Ume
tsubo (Plum Court), whose inner garden contained the flowering plums, 
red on the eastern side and white on the west, that gave it its name. Higa
shisanjoin (Fujiwara Senshi), Sei Shonagon's mistress Teishi, and Sho
nagon herself lived there, as did Emperors Ichijo and Go-Reizei during 
their heir apparencies. In addition to the womens' apartments, the build
ing contained retiring rooms used by the Regent on occasion-for example, 
when he spent the night at the Dairi. 

The Shihosha, or Kannari no Tsubo (Lightning Court, so called be
cause lightning had once struck its garden), was s'ituated in the northwest 
corner of the Dairi, behind the Gyokasha, to which it was connected by a 
corridor. Some of its apartments were used by the Major Captain of the 
Right when he spent the night at the Palace. 

The Tokaden, inconveniently situated in back of the Kokiden and de
scribed as "gloomy" by Murasaki Shikibu, was nevertheless assigned to 
the use of such important personages as Empress Teishi and Michinaga's 
fourth daughter Kishi, the consort of the future Emperor Go-Suzaku.25 

It was the site of a meeting between Teishi and her sister, the consort of 
the Crown Prince, brilliantly described by Sei Shonaoon in one of the 
Pillow Book's most delightful episodes.26 

0 

The Sen'yoden figures in Eiga monogatari as the residence of Fujiwara 
M?rotada's beautiful daughter Hoshi, one of Emperor Murakami's fav
orites; and later as the long-time domicile of her niece Seishi who entered 
th D .. h ' d e ain as t e consort of Crown Prince Okisada (Emperor Sanjo) an 
ethventually b~came Empress. Emperor Suzaku also appears to have lived 

ere for a time. 

d 
Thhe Reikeiden was occupied for a time by FuJ· iwara Suishi, Kaneie's 

aug ter by a m· 'f h • d c wn Pri . . mor WI e, w o moved there when she marne ro 
f ;ce Ok1sada. in }he winter of 986-87. The building also served as one 

o mperor Re1ze1 s residences 
The Shi geisha, or Kiritsubo . (Paulownia Court), figures in the pj/loeV 
2 5• Okagami, p. 2 o6. 
26. Mak., p. 159. 
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Book as the res!dence of Michitaka's daughter ?e~shi, another of Crown 
Prince Okisada s consorts. In The T ~le of Genii, it houses Prince Genji's 

ther who is represented as suffering many indignities at the hands of 
rno ' · h I th · f jealous rivals durmg er eng y Journeys rom there to the Imperial res-
'dence (presumably the Seiryoden) . 
1 

The two sections of the Shoyosha, or N ashitsubo (Pear Court), some
times became the residence of the Crown Prince, whose consorts then 
tended to occupy nearby buildings. When the future Emperor Go-Suzaku 
lived there, for example, one of his wives used both the Sen'yoden and the 
Reikeiden, and the Shigeisha seems also to have been put at his disposal. 
In 951, the Shoyosha served as headquarters for the compilers of Gosenshii, 
the second Imperial waka anthology. 

THE GREATER IMPERIAL PALACE 

The Shokyoden seems to have become a residential hall for Imperial 
consorts early in the tenth century. Before that, its location immediately 
behind the Jijiiden and its attractive garden, which was planted with 
chrysanthemums, plum, and eulalia, had combined to make it a favorite 
site for flower-viewing and other banquets.27 The first Imperial waka 
anthology, Kokinshu, was compiled in the Shokyoden around the be
ginning of the tenth century. 

The Joneiden was used only occasionally as a residential building. (Nin
myo, Yozei, and Suzaku were among the Emperors who spent varying 
amounts of time there.) In Michinaga's day, it seems to have functioned 
chiefly as the place where the Gosechi performers, their attendants, and 
their teachers stayed during the period of preparation for the annual First 
Fruits Service. 

The Joganden, or Mikushigedono (Wardrobe), had originally been the 
s~at of an important administrative office in charge of Kokyii affairs, par
ticularly those affecting the Empress. In the eleventh century it was merely 
a place where sewing was done. 

4·. Other buildings. Lesser Dairi buildings housed the Imperial apoth
ecaries and physicians (Anpukuden), the Imperial kitchens (Koroden), 
::apons and armor (Shunkyoden), the Office of Pal.ace Works (~s~k~

dokoro), and the like. Little is known of the functions of the Keihobo, 
~ahobo, and Ranrinbo in the extreme north, except that they seem to 
a:e been used at various times as dormitories for female servants, as 

res1den f £ ·1· · ces or Imperial personages, and as storage aci ities. . 
h Of_~omewhat more importance were the five buildings described b~ow, 
~ e JiJiiden, Kyoshoden, Giyoden, Unmeiden, and Ryokide~- f:s Figure 
l~hows, all were clustered around the Seiryoden or the Shishmde~ .. 

dire e Jijuden, the original Imperial residence, was a sizable b~ld:g 
ctly north of the Shishinden. In the tenth and eleventh centuries, e 

27, See Ut b 
su O monogatari, 3: 251, n. 23. 
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structure and its grounds were used chiefly for Buddhist services in honor 
of Kannon, for such annual observances as the Palace Banq~et ( naien, a 
Chinese poetry gathering in the First Month_) and the wr~stlmg matches, 
as well as for amusements like football and informal dancmg. In spite of 
its proximity to the busy, well-guarded Seiryoden, it was considered an 
unsafe place to visit alone at night. 

The Kyoshoden, southwest of the Shishinden and south of the Seiryoden, 
was used as a headquarters by the members of the Chamberlains' Office, 
who occupied the western eavechambers. The building also contained 
storage facilities for certain books and everyday articles of which the 
Chamberlains were custodians. One of its apartments served as a retiring 
room where members of the upper nobility could relax in an atmosphere 
of informality; and the eastern eavechambers sheltered the Dairi head
quarters of the Bodyguards of the Right. An area east of the building 
sometimes functioned as the site of the ceremonial archery contests that 
took place in the First Month (jarai, noriyumi). 

The Giyoden, southeast of the Shishinden, was one of the most secure 
of the Palace structures, since the Bodyguards of the Left not only manned 
the adjacent Nikkamon Gate, but also maintained an office in the build
ing itself.28 Perhaps for that reason, as well as because of its proximity to 
the Shishinden, it was the designated Dairi site for high-level discussions 
of affairs of state. There was a conference chamber under the southern 
eaves, used also, on occasion, for promotion ceremonies and other of
ficial events; and certain of the east and north eavechambers were reserved 
for _the use of the senior Minister of State and other ranking nobles.29 The 
mam chamber housed particularly valued treasures such as heirloom musi-
cal instruments. ' 

T~~ Unmeiden (Kashikodokoro, Naishidokoro), situated just west of 
Sen yomon Gat:, was im~ortant as the repository of the Emperor's replica 
of the Sacred Mirror, which was in the care of the Handmaids' Office. The 
sacred Shinto dances known as naishidokoro no mikagura took place in 
tbe courty_ar~ between the Unmeiden and the Ryokiden. 

The R yokiden w~s the place where the Emperor went to don the purified 
garmd ents wor_n durmg periods of ritual seclusion.80 The building was also 
use on occasion by da ( th . ) d 
d • h . ncers e.g. at e time of the Palace Banquet ; an 

unng t e mnth and t th · • I -
·al 'd en centuries 1t served more than once as an tn 

pen res1 ence The m · ch b 
· run am er was used as a storeroom. 

28. The office, situated under th ri· 
dor of the Shishinden. e WeStern eaves, later moved to the nearby northea5t cor 

29, By Michinaga's day, however ards 
office, rather than in the co f ' mo5t kugyo meetings took place in the nearby gu 

- n erence chamb 
30. Okagami, p. 486, s.n. 22. er. 



THE GREATER IMPERIAL PALACE 

THE PALACE BY DAY AND BY NIGHT 

It would be a mistake to think of the Heian Greater Imperial Palace as 
having possessed to any degree the spit-and-polish atmosphere of Buck
. gham Palace. In spite of its elaborate system of guards and gates which 
m d . l ' in theory guarantee stnct contro over access to the grounds, the Palace 
by day resembled a gr~at _park, through which, to be sure, imposing pro
cessions of Escorts penod1cally cleared the way for Ministers of State on 
their way to the presence, but where children also ran and shouted, dogs 
and cats roamed at will, and an occasional deer, boar, fox, or flock of 
pheasants made itself at home among the trees, streams, and thatched 
buildings. We are told of a servant girl who kept a chicken in one of the 
consorts' residences; and of a courtier, fond of hunting, who tethered his 
horse near the Daijokancho, ready for instant use after the close of busi
ness, while his favorite hawk roosted in the Controllers' Office, "where its 
droppings still remain." 81 

Assailed by age, typhoons, and earthquakes, as well as by the cavalier 
behavior of some of their occupants, the flimsy wooden buildings were 
often in an advanced state of disrepair. Quite aside from the new construc
tion necessitated by repeated fires after 96o, on numerous occasions the 
Seiryoden lapsed into a decrepitude so extreme that it had to be rebuilt, 
and less important buildings were likely to be tumbling about their occu
pants' ears before anything was done to shore them up. The Daijokan 
offices were considered grand enough to qualify as temporary residences 
for Imperial personages (for example, after a fire in the Dairi); yet Sei 
Shonagon reports of one ancient structure there, pressed into service by 
Empress Teishi and her attendants, that centipedes dropped from the ceil
ing all day long and wasps swarmed around an enormous nest "in a most 
alarming manner." 32 

The Palace by day was, in short, a piquant blend of sophistication, el
egance, and decorum on the one hand, and rusticity, shabbiness, and in
~rmality on t_he other. By night, however, a sinister atm~spher7 prevailed. 

ne tends to imagine the Greater Palace grounds swarmmg with gallants 
on their way to and from romantic nocturnal trysts, but it is easy to exag
gerate the scope of such wanderings. In general, prudent folk seem to 
have avoided uninhabited buildings and to have kept their distance from 
;reas that Were at all isolated. Failure to observe such precautions was be
. ieved to invite dire consequences. In the reign of Emperor Seiwa, accof<l
~:g .to one ta_le, a Controller arrived ahead of his coll7a~ues for a predawn 

siness sess10n at the Daijokancho, went into a bwlding alone, and fell 
31. Mak p - . 
32 , Kan~k p. 133, 139, 319; Of<agamt, p. 257. 

0 1939, I: 343-44; Mak,, p. 215. 
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prey to a man..cating demon. "Even when one is on official business ,, 
serves the chronicler, "it is best to keep away from deserted buildin' ~~ 
A similar story ascribed to the reign of Emperor Koko, tells of a dgs. 

' . . th B p· G 34 ernon that consumed a young girl 1n e anquet 1ne rove; and Ok 
. . h E K agarn; 

describes an occa~1on on wh1c . . mperor az~n _tested the courage of 
Michinaga and his brothers M1ch1kane and M1ch1taka by command' 
them to go alone from the Seiryoden to the Daigokuden, the Jij iiden st ing 

. . 1 ' 1 k . ore-
room, and the Burakmn, resp~ct1~e y, at t~o o c oc 1n the morning. Mi-
chinaga emerged from the trial 1n a creditable manner, but Michika 
fled after encountering a gigantic apparition next to the eastern wall ~~ 
the Jijiiden, and Michitaka got no farther than the Banquet Pine Grove 
where, on hearing ominous noises-and perhaps recalling the fate of th~ 
unhappy maiden-he turned back, reasoning that he could be more useful 
to the Emperor alive than dead.35 

For nervous members of the Court circle, the fear of confrontations 
with ghostly visitants was scarcely more unsettling than the very real 
prospect of encountering human intruders. By the beginning of the 
eleventh century, Yomeimon Gate, east of the Dairi, appears to have been 
the only outer entrance that was still guarded at night.36 It was therefore 
an easy matter for desperadoes to penetrate the forbidden precincts under 
cover of darkness, and crimes of violence became an increasing problem 
as social conditions deteriorated in the surrounding city. The chronicles 
for the first half of the eleventh century are melancholy litanies of depreda
tions within the Inner Enclosure.37 Perhaps because cloth was a common 
medium of exchange, the rich robes of female officials seem to have been 
primary targets. Garments were ruthlessly torn from the backs of their 
owners, who were sometimes killed; and in one instance a woman was 
stripped of her clothing in the Seiryoden itself.38 The spacious grounds 
and lofty groves of the Imperial Palace, so pleasant under the noonday 
sun, were no place for the fainthearted at night. 

P A L A c E P I R E s A N D T o w N p A L A c E s ( Sato Dairi) 
Disagreeable and ominous as the robberies were, the loot carried off 

~as of far less consequence than the propensity to arson displayed by th~ 
intruders. Scarcely a building in the Palace compound escaped thell' at 

33. Konfaku monogatari, 4: 488. 
34. I!id., 4: 486-87. 
35, Okagami, pp. 217ff. • a 
36 Imazum· t I 68 6 · easures in mall. 1 e a· 1 9 -'/ , 1: 278. The decision to concentrate security ~ dunculties, 

5 
• ~ ar~ prob~bly arose from a combination of factors, including economic 

administrative laxity, and general inefficicn 
S T\ • 'h cy. 

37• e~ vain, onshi, 2: 247_310 and passim. 
38. Ibid., 2: 285. 
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